
NC COASTAL RESOURCES COMMISSION 
July 23 - 25, 2008 

Holiday Inn Brownstone 
Raleigh, NC 

 
The State Government Ethics Act (Chapter 138A of the General Statutes) and Executive Order No. 1 mandates that the Chair (1) remind 
members of their duty to avoid conflicts of interest or appearances of conflict, and (2) inquire as to whether any member knows of any 
known conflict of interest or appearance of conflict with respect to matters before the Commission.  If any member knows of a conflict of 
interest or appearance of conflict, please so state when requested by the Chairman. 
 
Wednesday, July 23rd 
 
3:00 COMMISSION CALL TO ORDER (Washington/Jefferson/Lincoln Room)  Bob Emory, Chair 

• Roll Call 
 
VARIANCES 
• Thompson - (VR 08-43) Frisco, Excavation in SAV Amanda Little 
• Vodra - (VR 08-44) Carteret County, Pier in excess of 400’ Amanda Little 

 
 CONTESTED CASES 

• Kenneth and Mary Anne Sutton v. DENR, DCM 07 EHR 1316 Jill Weese 
 
6:00 Executive Committee Meeting (Hotel Lobby) Bob Emory, Chair 
 
Thursday, July 24th  
 
8:00 COMMISSION CALL TO ORDER (Washington/Jefferson/Lincoln Room) Bob Emory, Chair 

• Roll Call 
• Approval of May 21-23, 2008 Meeting Minutes 
• Executive Secretary’s Report  Jim Gregson 
• Chairman’s Comments Bob Emory 
• Vice Chair Nominating Committee Report Wayland Sermons 

 
8:30   PRESENTATIONS 

• CRAC Report Dara Royal 
• Overview of Emily & Richardson Preyer Buckridge  Woody Webster 
 Coastal Reserve (CRC-08-26)  
• Draft Amendments to 15A NCAC 7H. 0304 & .0310  Jeff Warren 
 Inlet Hazard Areas (CRC-08-27)  
• Draft Amendments to 15A NCAC 7H .0308(a)(2) Temporary  Mike Lopazanski 

Erosion Control Structures (CRC-08-28)  
 

ACTION ITEMS Bob Emory 
• Edenton/Chowan County Joint Land Use Plan Certification (CRC-08-29)  
• Atlantic Beach Land Use Plan Certification  (CRC-08-32)  
• Oak Island LUP Amendment Certification (CRC-08-33)  

 
12:15 LUNCH 
 
1:30 PRESENTATIONS 

• Overview of Bird Island Coastal Reserve (CRC-08-30) Hope Sutton 
• Use of Geotextile Tube as Substitute for Multiple Sandbags Spencer Rogers 
• Marine Fisheries Commission SAV Definition Update Anne Deaton 
• Pier Rules Update David Moye 
  

5:00 PUBLIC HEARINGS Bob Emory, Chair 



• 15A NCAC 7H .0306 General Use Standards for Ocean Hazard Areas (Setbacks) 
• 15A NCAC 7J .1200 Static Line Exception Procedures 

   
Friday, July 25th 
 
8:00 COMMISSION CALL TO ORDER  (Washington/Jefferson/Lincoln Room) Bob Emory, Chair 
  
 PRESENTATIONS 

• Innovative Beach Nourishment Funding Strategies (CRC-08-34) Peter Ravella 
• Governors’ South Atlantic Alliance Update (CRC-08-36) Chris Russo, DENR 
• Sandbag Inventory and Prioritization Update (CRC-08-35) Ted Tyndall 
 Ken Richardson 
        

11:00 PUBLIC INPUT AND COMMENT 
 
ACTION ITEMS Bob Emory 

 
 OLD/NEW BUSINESS Bob Emory 

• Future Agenda Items 
 
12:00 ADJOURNMENT 

 
 
 

NEXT MEETING: 
September 24-26, 2008 

Sea Trail Resort & Convention Center 
Sunset Beach, NC 

 

 
N.C. Division of Coastal Management 

www.nccoastalmanagement.net 
 
 
 

http://www.nccoastalmanagement.net/
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July 10, 2008 
 
 
MEMORANDUM  CRC 08-27 
       
TO:  Coastal Resources Commission 
 
FROM: Jeffrey Warren, PhD 
  Coastal Hazards Specialist 
 
SUBJECT: Inlet Hazard Areas draft rule language  
  
 
At the May 2008 CRC meeting, I updated the Commission on staff’s review of 
development policy pertaining to the State’s 12 developed inlets.  Numerous 
management challenges were outlined associated with the current use standards and 
how these standards may or may not change within both the existing and proposed inlet 
hazard area (IHA) boundaries.    
 
Commissioner Leutze noted that, while he appreciated the resources required for a 
thorough review, numerous stakeholders had expressed concern to him regarding the 
lag time between the CRC Science Panel’s proposed IHA boundary changes 
(presented in September 2007) and the pending policy recommendations from staff not 
yet released.  Foremost of these concerns was the potential for property values to be 
adversely affected within the increased IHA boundary recommendations since limited to 
no indication of what the use standards within these boundaries would be (or if the 
proposed boundaries would even be the final ones adopted by the CRC).   

At the July meeting, I am prepared to present two sets of draft rules to the CRC.  The 
first will be for the amendments to the IHA boundaries themselves (15A NCAC 
07H.0304), which I will re-introduce graphically to the CRC.  The Science Panel noted 
that their recommendation for the Bald Head Island (BHI) was too restrictive, and DCM 
staff have developed an alternative boundary for the CRC’s consideration.  Although the 
specific draft rule language is not included with this memo, all 12 of the proposed 
boundaries, including the BHI revisions, can be viewed online at the following address: 

http://dcm2.enr.state.nc.us/hazards/inlets/proposed_IHA.htm 
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The second set of draft rules will represent a revision of the development standards 
currently in place.  Although these rules are not attached to this memo, they will be 
presented at the CRC meeting and shall address the following major issues: 

SIZE of all buildings and structures, regardless of use, shall be limited to no more than 
5,000 square feet total floor area.  This restriction will not apply to linear infrastructure 
such as roads, electrical lines, boardwalks and sewers. 

DENSITY limitations, currently limited to no more than one unit per 15,000 square feet, 
will be removed.  Staff feels that limitations on total floor area will achieve the goal of 
density limitations.  Further, a grandfathering provision can be avoided for all 
development outside of the existing IHA boundary but inside the proposed IHA 
boundary that would be made non-conforming with this policy. 

OCEANFRONT ENCROACHMENT shall be achieved by disallowing oceanfront 
development to be any further oceanward than adjacent buildings or structures. 

EROSION RATES will be applied as referenced in 15A NCAC 07H.0304 for the 
oceanfront shoreline (rather than using the adjacent ocean erodible area rate for the 
entire IHA).  Where rates have not been calculated in the 1998 erosion rate update, a 
minimum setback of 60 feet shall be applied.  Furthermore, the rate in place at the time 
of permit decision will be applied for setback determinations.  Therefore, areas without 
rate calculations can be addressed in the next shoreline erosion rate update.   

POOLS will not be allowed oceanward of the setback within IHAs. 

EXCEPTION for development on property platted prior to June 1, 1979 shall be 
provided if development cannot meet the setback based on the erosion rate in place at 
time of permit decision.  A grandfathering provision can be avoided for all development 
outside of the existing IHA boundary but inside the proposed IHA boundary that would 
be made non-conforming with this policy.  Development using an inlet-specific exception 
shall be no larger than 2,000 square feet total floor area with a footprint no larger than 
1,000 square feet, as far landward on the lot as possible, AND no farther oceanward 
than adjacent buildings or structures.  This provision is more stringent than the current 
single-family exception (15A NCAC 07H.0309(b)), which currently is not allowed within 
the current IHAs.  The single-family exception and the static line exception shall not be 
allowed within the IHA.  
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CRC-08-28 

July 10, 2008 
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Coastal Resources Commission 
 
FROM: Mike Lopazanski 
 
SUBJECT: Draft Amendments to 15A NCAC 7H 0.308(a)(2)  
 Temporary Erosion Control Structures 
 
A March 2008 Interpretive Ruling by the Commission regarding the siting of sandbag structures 
in cases of accelerated erosion as well as the May 2008 Petition For Rulemaking has 
necessitated amendments to 15A NCAC 7H 0.308(a)(2) Temporary Erosion Control Structures.   
 
Interpretive Ruling 
 
Division of Coastal Management (DCM) staff requested clarification of the rule and whether it 
allowed sandbags to be placed more than 20 feet seaward from the structure being threatened 
by accelerated oceanfront erosion. The CRC found that temporary erosion control structures 
permitted by l5ANCAC 7H .0308(a)(2) may be placed farther seaward than 20 feet from a 
structure when: 1) the DCM staff finds that the structure is imminently threatened due to site 
conditions that increase the risk of imminent damage to the structure to be protected, and 2) the 
site conditions warrant placement of the temporary erosion control structures farther seaward of 
the structure than 20 feet. 
 
7H 0.308(a)(2)(E) has been amended to clarify that the sandbags may be permitted more than 
20 feet from the structure in such cases. The rule has been further amended to elevate the 
designation of being at increased risk of imminent damage to the DCM Director or designee. 
The arrival of the May 2008 deadline under the Commission’s 2000 extension on sandbag 
structures, has also made it necessary to remove references to specific dates associated with 
the eight year extension for communities seeking beach nourishment projects. Reference to the 
requirement that sandbag structures be in compliance with size limitations in order to be eligible 
for the extension has also been deleted. 
 
Petition For Rulemaking 
 
While the Petition for Rulemaking was denied by the Commission at the May meeting, staff and 
the CRC found merit in several of the requested changes.  Specifically, staff recommended the 
creation of an extended timeframe for sand bag structures located in communities seeking inlet 
relocation projects that is comparable to the extended timeframe afforded in communities 
actively seeking beach nourishment projects.  The draft amendments allow sand bags to remain 
in place for eight years provided that they are located in an Inlet Hazard Area and the 
community is actively seeking an inlet relocation projects.   
 



In recognition of the tendency of inlets to migrate, or “wag” back and forth, staff is 
recommending that the limitation of one sand bag permit per property not be applied in these 
areas.  That is, should a structure again become imminently threatened due to the movement of 
the inlet, sand bags would be allowed multiple times provided that the community also commit 
to another inlet relocation project.  Staff recognizes that this is a significant departure from 
current policy however, inlet relocation as a practice is relatively new in NC and recent 
examples show promise of more than short-term relief when compared to beach nourishment in 
these highly dynamic areas. 
 
The Interpretive Ruling Petition for Rulemaking have offered the opportunity to make additional 
changes and clarifications to the sandbag rule. DCM has clarified the conditions under which 
sandbags are considered to no longer be necessary and are to be removed, including relocation 
or removal of the structure, construction of a storm protection project by the USACE, or a large-
scale beach nourishment project. The amendment specifies that, under the above conditions, 
the sandbags be removed regardless of the time limits originally imposed upon the temporary 
erosion control structure. 
 
Staff believes these amendments (attached) address some of the specific aspects of managing 
sandbag structures and clarify expectations of property owners utilizing this method of 
temporary erosion control. I look forward to our discussion of these amendments at the 
upcoming meeting in Raleigh. 
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15A NCAC 7H .308(a)(2) Temporary Erosion Control Structures 
 
(2)Temporary Erosion Control Structures: 

(A) Permittable temporary erosion control structures shall be limited to sandbags placed 
landward of above mean high water and parallel to the shore. 

(B) Temporary erosion control structures as defined in Part (2)(A) of this Subparagraph shall 
be used to protect only imminently threatened roads and associated right of ways, and 
buildings and their associated septic systems.  A structure shall be considered to be 
imminently threatened if its foundation, septic system, or right-of-way in the case of 
roads, is less than 20 feet away from the erosion scarp.  Buildings and roads located more 
than 20 feet from the erosion scarp or in areas where there is no obvious erosion scarp 
may also be found to be imminently threatened when site conditions, such as a flat beach 
profile or accelerated erosion, increase the risk of imminent damage to the structure. 

(C) Temporary erosion control structures shall be used to protect only the principal structure 
and its associated septic system, but not such appurtenances such as pools, gazebos, 
decks or any amenity that is allowed as an exception to the erosion setback requirement. 

(D) Temporary erosion control structures may be placed seaward of a septic system when 
there is no alternative to relocate it on the same or adjoining lot so that it is landward of 
or in line with the structure being protected. 

(E) Temporary erosion control structures shall not extend more than 20 feet past the sides of 
the structure to be protected.  The landward side of such temporary erosion control 
structures shall not be located more than 20 feet seaward of the structure to be protected 
or the right-of-way in the case of roads.  If a building or road is found to be imminently 
threatened and at an increased risk of imminent damage due to site conditions such as a 
flat beach profile or accelerated erosion, temporary erosion control structures may be 
located more than 20 feet seaward of the structure being protected.  In cases of increased 
risk of imminent damage, the location of the temporary erosion control structures shall be 
determined by the Director of the Division of Coastal Management or their designee. 

(F) A temporary Temporary erosion control structure structures may remain in place for up 
to two years after the date of approval if it is they are protecting a building with a total 
floor area of 5000 sq. ft. or less and its associated septic system, with a total floor area of 
5000 sq. ft. or less, or, for up to five years for a if the building has with a total floor area 
of more than 5000 sq. ft.  and its associated septic system.  A temporary Temporary 
erosion control structure structures may remain in place for up to five years if it is they 
are protecting a bridge or a road.  The property owner shall be responsible for removal of 
the temporary structure within 30 days of the end of the allowable time period.   

(G) A temporary sandbag erosion control structure with a base width not exceeding 20 feet 
and a height not exceeding of 6 feet.  Temporary sandbag erosion control structures may 
remain in place for up to five years from the date of approval if they are located in a 
community that or until May 2008, whichever is later regardless of the size of the 
structure if the community in which it is located is actively pursuing a large-scale beach 
nourishment project, and for up to eight years from the date of approval if they are 
located in an Inlet Hazard Area adjacent to an inlet for which a community is actively 
pursuing an inlet relocation project. project as of October 1, 2001.  For purposes of this 
Rule, a community is considered to be actively pursuing a large-scale beach nourishment 
or inlet relocation project if it has: 
(i) been issued a CAMA permit, where necessary, approving such project; or 
(ii) been deemed worthy of further consideration identified by a U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers' Beach Nourishment Reconnaissance Study, General Reevaluation 
Report, Coastal Storm Damage Reduction Study or  an ongoing feasibility study 
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and a commitment of local or federal 
money when necessary; or 

(iii) received a favorable economic evaluation report on a federal project. project or,  
approved prior to 1986.  If beach nourishment is rejected by the sponsoring 
agency or community, or ceases to be actively planned for a section of shoreline, 
the time extension is void and existing sandbags are subject to all applicable 
time limits set forth in Parts (A) through (N) of this Subparagraph.  Sandbag 
structures within nourishment project areas that exceed the 20 foot base width 
and 6 foot height limitation may be reconstructed to meet the size limitation and 
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be eligible for this time extension: otherwise they shall be removed by May 1, 
2000 pursuant to Part (N) of this Subparagraph. 

(iv) been designed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or persons meeting 
applicable State occupational licensing requirements and has been initiated by a 
local government or community with a commitment of local or state funds to 
construct the project. 

 
If beach nourishment or inlet relocation is rejected by the sponsoring agency or 
community, or ceases to be actively planned for a section of shoreline, the time extension 
is void for that section of beach or community and existing sandbags are subject to all 
applicable time limits set forth in Part (F) of this Subparagraph. 
 

(G)(H) Once the temporary erosion control structure is determined to be unnecessary due to 
relocation or removal of the threatened structure structure, a storm protection project 
constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, or a large-scale beach nourishment, 
nourishment project involving any volume of sediment greater than 300,000 cubic yards 
or an inlet relocation project, it shall be removed by the property owner within 30 days of 
official notification from the Division. Division of Coastal Management regardless of the 
time limit placed on the temporary erosion control structure. 

(H)(I) Removal of temporary erosion control structures shall not be required if they are covered 
by dunes with stable and natural vegetation. 

(I)(J) The property owner shall be responsible for the removal of remnants of all portions of 
any damaged temporary erosion control structure. 

(J)(K) Sandbags used to construct temporary erosion control structures shall be tan in color and 
three to five feet wide and seven to 15 feet long when measured flat.  Base width of the 
structure shall not exceed 20 feet, and the height shall not exceed six feet.   

(K)(L) Soldier pilings and other types of devices to anchor sandbags shall not be allowed. 
(L)(M) An imminently threatened structure may be protected only once, regardless of ownership.  

ownership unless the threatened structure is located in an Inlet Hazard Area and in a 
community that is actively pursuing an inlet relocation project in accordance with (G) of 
this Subparagraph.  Existing temporary erosion control structures located in Inlet Hazards 
Areas may be eligible for an additional eight year permit extension provided that the 
structure being protected is still imminently threatened, the temporary erosion control 
structure is in compliance with requirements of this Subparagraph and the community in 
which it is located is actively pursuing an inlet relocation project in accordance with Part 
(G) of this Subparagraph.  In the case of a building, a temporary erosion control structure 
may be extended, or new segments constructed, if additional areas of the building 
become imminently threatened.  Where temporary structures are installed or extended 
incrementally, the time period for removal under Part (F) or (G) of this Subparagraph 
shall begin at the time the initial erosion control structure is installed.  For the purpose of 
this Rule: 
(i) a building and septic system shall be considered as separate structures. 
(ii) a road or highway shall be allowed to be incrementally protected as sections 

become imminently threatened.  The time period for removal of each section of 
sandbags shall begin at the time that section is installed in accordance with Part 
(F) or (G) of this Subparagraph. 

(M)(N) Existing sandbag structures may be repaired or replaced within their originally permitted 
dimensions during the time period allowed under Part (F) or (G) of this Subparagraph. 

(N)(O) Existing sandbag structures that have been properly installed prior to May 1, 1995 shall 
be allowed to remain in place according to the provisions of Parts (F), (G) and (H) of this 
Subparagraph with the pertinent time periods beginning on May 1, 1995. 
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MEMORANDUM                                                   CRC-08-29 
 
To:       The Coastal Resources Commission and Coastal Resources Advisory Council  
From:     Charlan Owens, AICP, DCM Elizabeth City District Planner    
Date: July 9, 2008                                                                             
Subject: Chowan County and Town of Edenton Core Land Use Plan (July CRC Meeting) 
  
Chowan County and the Town of Edenton are requesting certification of their joint 2008 
Core Land Use Plan (LUP).   
 
Overview 
Chowan County is bounded by Gates County to the north, Perquimans County and the Yeopim 
River to the east, the Albemarle Sound and Edenton Bay to the south, and the Chowan River to 
the west.  The Town of Edenton is located on Edenton Bay.  Chowan County has a year round or 
permanent population of 14,664 persons, with approximately 35% of the county population 
(5,082 persons) living in Edenton.  Estimated seasonal population is approximately 1,834 
persons, approximately 50 % (916 persons) of which are located in Edenton.  By 2025, the 
county is projected to add between 1,078 and 3,611 permanent residents and an estimated 416 
seasonal residents.   
 
Within the County, growth is generally anticipated to continue on the fringe of Edenton and 
along the waterfront, primarily in areas designated as “Medium/High Density Residential”, 
“Commercial”, and “Industrial” on the County’s Future Land Use Map.  The Sandy Point “New 
Urban Waterfront” pilot project located on NC 32 along the Albemarle Sound is included within 
the “Medium/High Density Residential” designation and includes a mixture of residential, 
commercial, and recreational uses in a traditional neighborhood community setting. Much of the 
County’s future residential development is expected to be retirement-aged developments, 
locating primarily in waterfront areas.   
 
All areas of Edenton, except for those designated as “Conservation Open Space” on the Town’s 
Future Land Use Map, are anticipated for growth.  The Town will continue to experience 
pressure for development along the primary US 17 and NC 32 corridors at the Town periphery.  
Redevelopment and infill of development within the Town core is also expected.  The Town has 
a sizeable retirement-aged population and growth is expected to increase in this sector of the 
population.   
 
The Chowan County Board of Commissioners and Edenton Town Council adopted the land use 
plan in a joint meeting on June 23, 2008.  There are no policy statements that exceed State 
standards in the adopted LUP.   
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The public had the opportunity to provide written comments on the LUP up to fifteen (15) 
business days prior to the CRC meeting.  No comments were received.   
 
DCM Staff recommendation:  DCM staff has determined that Chowan County and the Town of 
Edenton have met the substantive requirements outlined in the 2002 Land Use Plan Guidelines 
and that there are no conflicts evident within either state or federal law or the State’s Coastal 
Management Program. 
 
DCM staff recommends that the CRAC forward the joint Chowan County/Town of Edenton 
Land Use Plan to the CRC for certification approval.   
 
As a reminder, please bring the pre-circulation memo and review guide (you received during the 
first week of July) to the CRAC/CRC meeting.  If you have any questions please do not hesitate to 
contact me (Charlan Owens) at 252-264-3901. 
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CRC-08-32 

MEMORANDUM                                                  
To:       The Coastal Resources Commission and Coastal Resources Advisory Council  
From:     Maureen Meehan Will, DCM Morehead City District Planner    
Date: July 9, 2008   
Subject: Town of Atlantic Beach Core Land Use Plan (July CRC Meeting) 
  
The Town of Atlantic Beach is requesting certification of their joint 2008 Core Land Use 
Plan (LUP).   
 
Overview 
The Town of Atlantic Beach is located on the eastern most end of Bogue Banks across Bogue 
Sound from the Town of Morehead City.  Atlantic Beach has always been a popular tourist 
destination and today is facing the challenges of balancing redevelopment pressures and the 
traditional character of the beach town.  The LUP provides a solid foundation for development 
and especially redevelopment patterns, which will be implemented through local ordinances.   
 
The main issues that are included in the vision statement and further outlined in the policy 
statements include:  protection of environmental assests, preserving a small town atmosphere, 
prudent economic development, partnerships, balancing the needs of tourists and full time 
residents alike, encouraging mixed use development, providing open access to the beach and 
sound areas, encourage non-automobile transit improvements, sustainable development through 
encouragement of creative private investment, and create/maintain a vibrant and diverse 
community.    
 
The following policy statements exceed State development regulations: 
 
P. 16 The Town of Atlantic Beach opposes the construction of any privately-owned signs 

(including commercial signs) in areas of environmental concern as defined by 15A NCAC 
7H.  This policy exceeds state requirements. 

 
P. 27 The Town of Atlantic Beach opposes the location of floating homes within its jurisdiction.  

This policy exceeds state requirements.   
 
P. 28 Except for Money Island, the Town of Atlantic Beach opposes the development of sound 

and estuarine islands.  This policy exceeds state requirements.   
 
The Atlantic Beach Town Council adopted the land use plan in a meeting on April 21, 2008.       
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The public had the opportunity to provide written comments on the LUP up to fifteen (15) 
business days prior to the CRC meeting.  No comments were received.   
 
DCM Staff recommendation:  DCM staff has determined that the Town of Atlantic Beach has 
met the substantive requirements outlined in the 2002 Land Use Plan Guidelines and that there 
are no conflicts evident within either state or federal law or the State’s Coastal Management 
Program. 
 
DCM staff recommends that the CRAC forward the Atlantic Beach Land Use Plan to the CRC 
for certification.   
 
As a reminder, please bring the pre-circulation memo and review guide (you received during the 
first week of July) to the CRAC/CRC meeting.  If you have any questions please do not hesitate 
to contact me (Maureen Meehan Will) at 252-808-2808. 
 
 



















The Governors’ South Atlantic Alliance: A Call To Action Framework 

A Call to Action 
 
Florida, Georgia, South Carolina and North Carolina share an extraordinarily rich array of ocean 
and coastal resources that provide enormous economic, environmental and social benefits for 
each state.  However, those resources face significant and growing stress. Pollution, declining 
fishery resources, degraded coastal habitats, vulnerability to natural hazards and rapid population 
growth and development are primary examples of serious challenges to the sustainability of 
coastal resources in the region. Furthermore, the similarity of issues and habitats plus the 
connectivity of ocean resources such as coastal watersheds, fisheries and ocean currents across 
state jurisdictions calls for collective action. For instance, many coastal watersheds involve 
multiple states, while fish populations migrate seasonally throughout the four-state region. 
  
Recently, two national ocean commissions and the President’s United States Ocean Action Plan 
called for meaningful collaboration at all levels of ocean and coastal research and actions to 
restore and maintain our ocean resources. Several major regional alliances (e.g., West Coast, 
Gulf of Mexico, and Northeast) have been established and have successfully leveraged resources 
to meet common goals. This regional alliance framework is in response to that collective call for 
action. 
 
Regional Context 
 
Changes in economics, culture, environmental quality, resource use and growth have occurred in 
the Southeast at an accelerated pace. The resulting pressures placed on the Southeast’s natural, 
environmental, economic, and cultural resources, as well as national defense are increasing 
exponentially on a regional scale. The complexity of multiple and interdependent resource issues 
undergoing rapid change creates new challenges and an urgent need for new responses. Our 
growing understanding of the relationship of humans with the marine environment is leading us 
to explore new ecosystem-based approaches to coastal management that engages multiple state 
jurisdictions. The urgency of the situation calls for developing coordinated regional actions by 
the states in conjunction with supporting partners and leveraging multiple resources to help 
address critical issues in sustaining our coastal and ocean ecosystems. 
 
Improved coordination among state governments and effective engagement of federal and local 
governments, academia and coastal and ocean stakeholders is critical to this effort. An integrated 
regional action is needed to guide research, planning, and management activities that address 
critical ocean and coastal issues facing all four states. In the following sections, we outline the 
framework and basis for a regional alliance among the four states, including a structure and 
process for stakeholders’ involvement. Through this alliance, we seek to advance the member 
states’ mutual interests in initial priority South Atlantic coastal and marine issue areas needing 
attention and action while jointly engaging federal agencies and regional constituencies on 
significant regional coastal and ocean issues that warrant their support. 
  



  
Governors’ South Atlantic Alliance Framework Continued 

 
The South Atlantic Alliance 
 

The South Atlantic Alliance (Alliance) will complement existing 
regional arrangements. Most importantly, the Alliance will serve as 
a conduit for collectively finding, acting on, and regionally 
implementing science-based actions to sustain the coastal and ocean 
ecosystems. The Alliance will provide a method for more e
and effectively balancing and sustaining ecological capacity, 
economic vitality, quality of life, public safety and national se
mission requirements. The Alliance will provide a partnership of 
state leaders, supported by federal and local governments, w
private and public assistance. 

fficiently 

curity 

ith 

 
South Atlantic Regional Priority Issues 
 
The following initial priority issues have been identified as being timely and of mutual 
importance to the sustainability of the South Atlantic region’s resources.  None of these issues 
are limited by state boundaries. 
   
Healthy Ecosystems 
  
The South Atlantic supports a diverse array of coastal, estuarine, nearshore and offshore 
ecosystems, including seagrass beds, wetlands and marshes, mangroves, barrier islands, sand 
dunes, coral reefs and other “live bottom” formations, maritime forests, streams and rivers.  
These ecosystems provide ecological and economic benefits including improved water quality, 
nurseries for fish, wildlife habitat, hurricane and flood buffers, erosion prevention, stabilized 
shorelines, tourism, jobs, recreation, and support for national defense and homeland security 
activities. The ecosystems include a range of recreationally and commercially important species, 
and federally and state protected species. Further, many species and habitats are facing a variety 
of threats including invasive non-native species, habitat alterations, fishing pressures, population 
growth in coastal areas, climate change and degraded water quality. Most importantly, all of 
these pressures are linked. 
 
There are opportunities to enhance and support ecosystem-based management efforts within the 
region. The objective of these efforts is to improve ecosystem structure and function; improve 
economic, social and cultural benefits from resources; and improve biological, economic, and 
cultural diversity in the South Atlantic region. Achieving these goals requires a more thorough 
understanding of the scope, scale and distribution of resources within the region. Less than five 
percent of the coastal ocean region of the southeastern United States has been mapped. A 
significant need exists for standardized, integrated, and accessible spatial and temporal data for 
the management of coastal marine resources in our region.  The Alliance will enhance 
collaboration necessary to address region-wide ecosystem issues. 
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Governors’ South Atlantic Alliance Framework Continued 

 
Working Waterfronts  
 
Working waterfronts require direct access to coastal public trust waters and submerged lands. 
The term, working waterfronts, includes water-dependent facilities and related shore-side 
infrastructure that offer access or support facilities for recreation, commerce, research, and other 
public uses including military operations (Coast Guard, Navy, etc.). Examples of these facilities 
include: seafood harvesters and processors; public wet and dry marinas; boat construction and 
repair facilities; recreational fishing facilities, including fishing piers and for-hire vessel 
operations; aquaculture facilities; marine transportation (e.g., ferries and cruise ships) and ports 
for seaborne commerce. It is important to address these issues in a timely manner because there 
are limited remaining areas suitable as working waterfronts. 
 
Working waterfronts face a number of challenges and high among them is the future of our ports 
and other water access points. Growth, environmental degradation and displacement are some of 
the issues facing traditional working waterfront communities. Homeland security requires better 
control of our coastal facilities both for protection as well as for military operations. Finally, 
climate change and associated environmental factors such as storm intensity and sea-level 
changes are emerging issues. 
 
While the southeastern United States is one of the least developed in the nation, according to the 
Census Bureau, our four southeastern states contain one-third of the nation’s 100 fastest-growing 
counties. The projected percent change in population from 2000 to 2030 in North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Georgia and Florida is an increase of 51.9 percent, 28.3 percent, 46.8 percent, 
and 79.5 percent, respectively. Much of the growth is concentrated in coastal counties, and is 
outpacing our ability to understand, react, and plan for changes in environmental, social, and 
economic conditions. Sustaining robust waterfront cultural traditions, commerce, adequate 
access and use of public trust waters, and infrastructure in the face of this growth is crucial.   
 
Major port complexes in the South Atlantic are of vital economic importance to the nation’s vast 
international trade and the region’s link to global commerce. Ships are increasing in size, 
requiring deeper and wider channels. Competition for vital water frontage will increase as the 
number of larger and faster vessels calling on regional ports increases. 
 
Other water dependent businesses (e.g., recreational and commercial fishing, diving, eco-tours, 
and water sports) as well as national defense readiness needs are threatened by the conversion of 
working waterfronts to private residences, condominiums, and marinas. The increase in these 
waterfront usages results in additional impervious surfaces, and the resulting stormwater runoff 
causes further degradation of water quality. Coastal and land use planning tools, effective 
incentives to preserve and enhance the region’s coastal waterfront heritage and protect access to 
the public trust resources of the South Atlantic are examples of such tools. The Alliance will 
strive to more effectively manage these changes, by striking a balance among new development, 
historic uses, port expansion, and sustaining resources for the future.     
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Governors’ South Atlantic Alliance Framework Continued 

 
Clean Coastal and Ocean Waters  
 
Significant impacts to estuarine water quality, and coastal ecosystem health are predicted as a 
result of increasing coastal urbanization. Growth and development are already placing enormous 
pressures on coastal resources and the adjacent coastal ocean. At the same time, climate change 
is influencing salinity levels, saltwater intrusion and rise in ocean levels. Both point and non-
point discharges from land-based and atmospheric sources are affecting our ground water, rivers, 
estuaries and the oceans’ water column.   
 
Impacts are also evidenced by the increased number of advisories and closures caused by high 
bacteria levels and harmful algal blooms implicated in fish kills and human health dangers. 
Variable loads of sediment, nutrients, and pollutants interact with the coastal ocean to influence 
processes. The Alliance will view the impacts in a state and regional context to enhance 
managers’ ability to effectively target prevention, enforcement, response, mitigation activities, 
and integrate coastal and ocean observing systems in the South Atlantic.    
 
Disaster-Resilient Communities  
                                                                                                                                                                                    
Both short-term and long-term changes in weather and climate are major concerns in the 
southeastern United States. These changes threaten our coastal communities, a multi-billion 
dollar tourism industry, coastal and watershed development and infrastructure, and local fishing 
industries. There is a solid history of cooperation among state and private responders in times of 
emergency. Building upon that, we can share best practices as we prepare for the next emergency 

to minimize losses and accelerate recovery. Coastal storms 
account for 71 percent of recent U.S. disaster losses annually. 
Each event costs roughly $500 million.  Hurricanes Hugo, 
Andrew, Rita, Isabel and Wilma have reinforced the need for 
the region to better prepare our communities through risk 
reduction and damage prevention, mitigation, response, and 
recovery strategies.   
 
Understanding our vulnerability to, and the impacts of, 
storms and climate change will enable coastal and natural 

resource managers and community decision-makers to adapt their management strategies, 
improve planning and preparedness, and develop mitigation strategies to address impacts to 
public safety, shoreline change, coastal infrastructure, habitat loss, and species migration and 
natural resources. Emergency responders and community planners must also develop and 
implement new strategies to minimize risk to property and industries located in our coastal 
counties. Long-term climate change and accelerated sea level rise have also emerged as 
important issues for our region. The Alliance will work to greatly enhance our understanding o
ocean and weather dynamics and improve prediction, observat

f 
ion and forecasting capabilities.  
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Governors’ South Atlantic Alliance Framework Continued 

 
Alliance Framework and Outcomes  
 
The Alliance organization will function based on rules that optimize the ability to develop and 
sustain an effective working relationship among the partners to identify and seize opportunities 
for mutual gain.   

South Atlantic Alliance Executive Group
Governors of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida

South Atlantic Alliance Steering Group

South Atlantic Alliance Technical Teams 

Working 
Waterfronts

Disaster-Resilient 
Communities

Clean Coastal
 and 

Ocean Waters
Healthy 

Ecosystems

State Team LeadState Team Lead

State Team Lead State Team Lead

INPUT

SUPPORT

INPUT

SUPPORT

Designated by Governor / Executive Group 

Direction

Vision Coordination /Inter- Governmental Integration

Execution

Coordination / Inter and Intra - Agency Integration

Federal Partners

NGO Alliance Partners

Private Sector Partners

Supporting Partners

Academic / Research 
Partners

Local /Municipal 
Partners

The Alliance structure and framework will provide the 
foundation for key outcomes supporting the vitality of the 
region in a balanced manner. Furthermore, it is our intent 

that the Alliance will provide: 
• An organizational structure and forum for 

collaboration, coordination and a clearing house for 
information supporting cooperative activities and 
coastal and ocean decision making; 

• Regional sustainability of resources that supports 
individual state requirements; 

• Better regional alignment of decisions resulting in 
mutual mission accomplishment. 

• Cooperative planning and leveraging of resources to 
produce multiple state and regional benefits; 

• Integrated research, observation and mapping of the 
South Atlantic region leading to common and coordinated data and information to 
enhance science-based decision making; 

• Integrated solutions that benefit all systems’ requirements (i.e., ecosystems, economic 
systems, and national defense systems) at state, federal and local levels; and 

• Increase the level of awareness of policymakers and the public to the challenges facing 
the South Atlantic region. 

 
Southeast Atlantic Alliance Executive Planning Team Members 

Chris Russo, Organizational Effectiveness Director, N.C. Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources 
Carolyn Boltin, Commissioner, South Carolina Ocean and Coastal Resource Management 
Robert Boyles, Director, South Carolina Marine Resources 
Stephanie Bailenson, Director, Florida Coastal and Aquatic Management 
Louis Daniel, Director, Division of North Carolina Marine Fisheries 
Jim Gregson, Director, Division of North Carolina Coastal Management 
Susan Shipman, Director, Georgia Coastal Resources Division 
Ken Haddad, Executive Director, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
Gil McRae, director, Florida Marine Research Institute (FMRI) 
Rick DeVoe, Executive Director, South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium (SCSGC) 
Harvey Seim, Southeast Coastal Ocean Observing Regional Association (SECOORA)  
Roger Pugliese, Senior Fishery Biologist, South Atlantic Fishery Management Council 
Camille Destafney, Regional Environmental Director, Navy Region Southeast 
Paul Friday, Community Planning and Liaison Coordinator, USMC Installations East 
Ginny Fay, senior policy analyst, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
James Leutze, Chancellor Emeritus, University of North Carolina-Wilmington 
Bob Barnes, National Military Support Coordinator, The Nature Conservancy 
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Governors’ South Atlantic Alliance Framework Continued 
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Mary Conley, Southeast Coordinator, The Nature Conservancy, Southeast Region 
Ron Baird, research professor, University of North Carolina-Wilmington Center of Marine 
Science 
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MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Coastal Resources Commission 
 
FROM: M. Ted Tyndall 
 
SUBJECT: Sandbag Inventory and Prioritization Update 
 
Over the last two months, DCM staff conducted a detailed inventory of sandbag 
structures protecting oceanfront property in North Carolina.  Staff concentrated on those 
sandbag permits that were located in communities that were actively seeking beach 
nourishment as of October 1, 2001.  To refresh your memory, 15A NCAC 
07H.0308(a)(2)(F) was passed in May of 2000 and allowed those property owners to 
keep their sandbags for five years from the date of installation or until May 1, 2008, 
whichever was later.  This deadline affects approximately 150 of the 370 total sandbag 
structures that exist along our coast.  The May 1, 2008 deadline has now passed and 
Staff believes that if notices for removal are sent to all the property owners with 
sandbags not meeting the literal interpretation of full compliance with the CRC’s rules, 
that a high number of variance requests would be filed all at one time; a number that 
Staff anticipates would be too large for the Commission to hear within its mandated 
timeframes in which to hear variances.    
 
Therefore, Staff with the Commission’s guidance began a phased approach to enforcing 
the deadline, beginning with a detailed inventory of all sandbag structures. It must be 
emphasized that sandbags that are covered with sand and stable, natural vegetation 
are allowed to remain in place until such time as they are uncovered by a storm or other 
event.  
 
Inventory efforts began after May 1 and included documenting existing site conditions, 
taking multiple photographs from different views, and locating each structure with GPS.  
Site-specific notes were recorded and included documentation of the degree of 
encroachment the sandbags have into public access to the dry sand beach, the nature 
of the development (public versus private), the integrity of the sandbags (functional 
versus derelict), how much of the sandbags are covered with sand and how much of 
that sand coverage includes stable and natural vegetation.  Length of time that each 
sandbag structure has been in place was noted.  These primary variables were entered 
into a spreadsheet along with secondary variables that include whether or not the 
sandbags are affiliated with a shoreline that has received beach fill, is slated to receive 
beach fill, is in an existing Inlet Hazard Area, or is in a proposed Inlet Hazard Area. 
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A sandbag removal index (SRI) was developed to rank the non-compliance of sandbag 
structures on a relative scale.  The quantitative model relies on those variables 
described above, appropriately weighted based on primary or secondary nature, as 
input.  This model provides a method with the ability to quantify subjectivity making it 
flexible and tolerant of imprecise data.     
 
At the time of this memo, Staff is continuing to work on the model and is developing a 
Google basemap that shows all sandbag locations with “Popup” abilities that can show 
individual photographs, recorded site conditions, and the site specific SRI.  The 
basemap will be capable of showing the location of sandbags in relation to other data 
layers such as Inlet Hazard Areas and static vegetation lines.     
 
Once the database and model is proofed, run and verified, the SRI will aid staff in 
determining which sandbags are not subject to removal (i.e. covered with sand and 
stable natural vegetation) and which bags rank as a high priority for removal.  Once that 
process is completed, those property owners whose sandbags rank the highest will be 
among the first to be notified by mail that they have 30 days from the date of notification 
to remove their sandbags.  If compliance is not forthcoming, the Division will then 
proceed with issuance of a formal Notice of Violation requesting their removal.  If the 
bags are not removed after that correspondence, injunctive relief will be sought through 
the courts to have the sandbags removed.  
 
For this presentation, Ken Richardson will demonstrate to the Commission the 
capabilities of the Google basemap that he created.  This tool along with the database 
and model creating the rankings will aid Staff in the final decisions for which bags will 
need to be removed first.  It must be pointed out that all bags subject to the May 1, 2008 
deadline must be removed if they are not covered with sand and stable natural 
vegetation. 
 
Staff’s goal is that by the end of August to have all the data proofed, the model verified 
and run, the rankings assigned, the Google map accessible on the Division’s website for 
use and perusal, and the first letters requiring removal mailed out.                     
     









Item # Rule  Citation Rule Title  July '08 Status
CRC Action 

3/1/2008
CRC Action 

5/1/2008
CRC Action 

7/1/2008
CRC Action 

9/1/2008
CRC Action 
11/1/2008

1 15A NCAC 7H.0205 Coastal Wetlands
Going to Public 

Hearing
Approved for 

Hearing Public Hearing

2 15A NCAC 7H.0208 Estuarine System Use Standards
Scheduled for 

discussion
Discussion of 
SAV definition

Discussion of 
SAV definition

Discussion of 
draft language

3 15A NCAC 7H.0306
General Use Standards for Ocean 
Hazard Areas In public hearings

Approved for 
Hearings Public Hearings

4 15A NCAC 7H.0309
Use Standards for Ocean Hazard 
Areas:  Exceptions

Discussion of staff 
changes

Discussed 
changes

Approved for 
Hearing

Discussion of 
staff changes

5 15A NCAC 7H.0310 Use Standards for Inlet Hazard Areas
Scheduled for 

discussion
Discussion of 

progress
Discussion of 
draft language

6 15A NCAC 7H.1100 
GP, Constr. of Bulkheads & 
Placement of Riprap

Going to Public 
Hearing

Approved for 
Hearing Public Hearing

7 15A NCAC 7H.1200 
GP for Construction of Piers, Docks 
& Boat Houses

Scheduled for 
discussion

Discussion of 
SAV Definition

Discussion of 
SAV Definition

Discussion of 
draft language

8 15A NCAC 7H.1400
GP for Construction of Groins in 
Estuarine & PT Waters

Going to Public 
Hearing

Approved for 
Hearing Public Hearing

9 15A NCAC 7H.2100
GP for Marsh Enhancement 
Breakwaters

Going to Public 
Hearing

Approved for 
Hearing Public Hearing

10 15A NCAC 7H.2400
GP for Placement of Riprap for 
Wetland Protection

Going to Public 
Hearing

Approved for 
Hearing Public Hearing

11 15A NCAC 7J.0701 Variance Petitions
Going to Public 

Hearing
Approved for 

Hearing Public Hearing

12 15A NCAC 7J.0702 Staff Review of Variance Petitions

13 15A NCAC 7J.0703
Procedures for Deciding Variance 
Petitions

Going to Public 
Hearing

Approved for 
Hearing Public Hearing

14 15A NCAC 7J.1200 Static Line Exception Procedures In public hearings
Approved for 

Hearings Public Hearings

15 15A NCAC 7M.0300 Shorefront Access Policies
Going to Public 

Hearing Public Hearing

COASTAL RESOURCES COMMISSION RULEMAKING STATUS - JULY 2008

No legislative action, effective July 3rd.  No further action necessary.



Subject:     proposed oceanfront setback rules  
Date:     Tue, 8 Jul 2008 11:53:40 -0400  
From:     Tommy Tucker <tommytucker@charter.net>  
Reply-To:     Tommy Tucker <tommytucker@charter.net>  
Organization:     Tucker Bros. Realty Co.  
To:     <jim.gregson@ncmail.net>  
 
 
 
TO:  Mr. Jim Gregson  
 
Dear Mr. Gregson:  
 
This email is in support of eliminating state imposed oceanfront setback  
lines, standing or propsed, in the towns of Carolina Beach and Kure Beach.  
Both towns have full beach renourishment programs, with federal, state and  
local funding.  
 
Carolina Beach renourishment has been in place since 1964, Kure Beach since  
1997.  Both have proven to be most successful in fulfulling their missions.  
 
I see no need or good reason for state imposed oceanfront setbacks for  
property built behind our berms.  
 
By the way, I was 13  when the initial Car. Bch. berm was built,  
skim-boarding in the runoff, so I do speak from actual knowledge, having  
lived in Carolina Beach my entire life, serving 4 years as a lifeguard while  
earning a degree in political science from North Carolina University, aka  
UNC-Chapel Hill.  
 
I have been a real estate broker in Carolina Beach over 35 years, and my  
father, Glenn M. Tucker, likewise from 1937 until his death in 1993.  He  
also served on the original NC Water and Air Resources Board for 13 years,  
under Governors Dan K. Moore and Terry Sanford.  
 
Hopefully, the above will help to lend some credibility to this email.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Thomas O. Tucker, REALTOR® GRI®  
 
NC BROKER NO. 25674 SINCE 1973  
 
Tucker Bros. Realty Co.  
Thomas O. Tucker and James Hiram Tucker  

mailto:tommytucker@charter.net
mailto:tommytucker@charter.net
mailto:jim.gregson@ncmail.net


REALTORS® since 1973  
201 Harper Avenue  
P. O. Box 410  
Carolina Beach, NC 28428-0410  
(910) 458-8211 office  
(910) 458-8213 fax  
 
(910) 620-5754 cellular Thomas O. Tucker  
 
(910) 520-4944 cellular James Hiram Tucker  
 
 
www.TuckerBrosRealty.com 

http://www.tuckerbrosrealty.com/


















Subject:     Oak Island ocean setback rules  
Date:     Thu, 10 Jul 2008 13:39:41 -0400  
From:     Bill Ferriss <billferriss@ctc.net>  
To:     <jim.gregson@ncmail.net>  
 
 
 
Jim,  
 
I appreciate all the hard work your staff has done on the CAMA rules to  
protect the NC Coast. However I do have a few comments about the setback  
rules that apply to Oak Island.  
 
The 1998 vegetation Line on Oak Island was established after the NC coast  
had three hurricanes that contributed to the beach front erosion but more  
importantly, CAMA allowed the beaches to be Bulldozed to renourished the  
front dune.  The number of cubic yards of sand bulldozed up was never  
reported and therefore never considered as one of the causes for our beach  
front to erode. Bull dozing made the ocean tide come in closer to the  
frontal dune and eliminated any chance of new vegetation. The new sand and  
shells also had salt that deferred any growth.  
 
The 1998 vegetation line was also determined by the growth of sea oats. This  
was not correct according to your legal staff on my last hearing. All native  
vegetation should have been considered to establish the vegetation line.  
 
The last renourishment program on Oak Island simply replaced the sand that  
was bull dozed up in the 1990's. Therefore the vegetation line should be  
determined based on the present vegetation line or July 2008 when vegetation  
has had a chance to grow. Sea Oats are not mature until the month of July. I  
have proof that a qualified CAMA worker marked the same corner of a lots  
vegetation line over five feet closer to the ocean in June that they did in  
April. It was not the fault of the worker, it is the fact that the  
vegetation line will change due to summer growth.  
 
The size limit on all buildings was established because tall buildings  
created a shadow on the beach sand that cooled the sand and affected the sea  
turtle eggs. Well, Oak Island is a north & South beach and therefore the  
shadows would not be on the beach. This restriction should be determine by  
local government.  
 
The definition of frontal dune should be changed because the definition  
indicates any dune that has a 1% chance to be covered with water can not be  
classified as a frontal dune. Oak Island does not have a frontal dune  
because Hurricane Hazel in 1954 caused all of Oak Island to be under water  
for less than eight hours. The 1% rule or one time in 100 years was an eight  

mailto:billferriss@ctc.net
mailto:jim.gregson@ncmail.net


hour disaster that reclassified all frontal dunes on Oak Island forever. I  
do not think it is fair for a hurricane to be the cause of rule. It should  
be caused by the tide change and erosion by the change of tides.  
 
Respectfully submitted  
 
William P. Ferriss, SRA  
1417 12th Fairway Drive  
Concord, NC 28027  
704-782-5253 
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